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Those who belong in the aerospace industry are compelled to know about the AS9100. Simply
speaking, AS9100 is somewhat like the first cousin of the ISO 9001 certification, only that it is
created for the aerospace industry. In order to maximize opportunities in this industry, you must get
AS9100 certified, but the standard qualification process can last a period of time. Even so, not all
enterprises have years to wait, so here are a handful of suggestions to speed things along:

Set a timeline

The greatest way to begin your certification process is to establish a clearly-defined timeline with
numerous milestones. Six months might look really short, but it is fairly realistic when the process is
done correctly. As soon as you've set up a timeline, collect whatever information you can on the
official certification process and its conditions.

Elect a bookkeeper

For the entire certification process to continue smoothly, you must designate a lead auditor to
organize the whole thing. The head auditor will be responsible for setting up and accomplishing the
objectives required for the accreditation process. The individual you appoint must hold earlier
experience in AS9100 certification-- if you don't have one who has the skill, look upon employing
one from a free lance firm.

Find a registrar

AS9100 registrars are third-party firms that will ensure you've met all of the requirements of the
AS9100 certification process. After official certification, the registrar will also be the one who will
survey you ever six months to assure that you're still complying. It is valuable that you get a hold of
a registrar you can use to make sure there would be no problems down the road.

Begin meeting requirements

The main point of AS9100 certification, like that of ISO 9001, is to improve business processes to
ascertain safety, quality, and competence. In light of this, you would then must meet all AS9100
requirements like technology updates, fastidious record-keeping, detailed and routine assessments,
etc. Once you've fulfilled all of these, you're ready.

Schedule review

When you're positive that you've taken care of each thing you have to do to qualify for AS9100
certification, you can then reserve a preliminary qualification assessment with the registrar. The
registrar will go over virtually every process of your company to learn if it complies with the
specifications. With luck, the registrar will find few discrepancies that you can quickly fix. If not, then
you 'd need to make big changes.

After every terms of the accreditation process has been met, the AS9100 registrar will go back to
monitor. When the registrar is pleased, then you can start bragging that you're AS9100-certified.
This is a great asset to your business because a large number of major companies only work with
AS9100-certified businesses. For additional info, go over qualitydigest.com/may02/html/as9100.html.
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For more details, search a AS9100, a AS9100 certification, a AS9100 registrar in Google for related
information.
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